The conditions under which listeners do and do not compensate for coarticulatory vowel nasalization were examined through a series of experiments of listeners' perception of naturally produced American English oral and nasal vowels spliced into three contexts: oral ͑C -C͒, nasal ͑N -N͒, and isolation. Two perceptual paradigms, a rating task in which listeners judged the relative nasality of stimulus pairs and a 4IAX discrimination task in which listeners judged vowel similarity, were used with two listener groups, native English speakers and native Thai speakers. Thai and English speakers were chosen because their languages differ in the temporal extent of anticipatory vowel nasalization. Listeners' responses were highly context dependent. For both perceptual paradigms and both language groups, listeners were less accurate at judging vowels in nasal than in non-nasal ͑oral or isolation͒ contexts; nasal vowels in nasal contexts were the most difficult to judge. Response patterns were generally consistent with the hypothesis that, given an appropriate and detectable nasal consonant context, listeners compensate for contextual vowel nasalization and attribute the acoustic effects of the nasal context to their coarticulatory source. However, the results also indicated that listeners do not hear nasal vowels in nasal contexts as oral; listeners retained some sensitivity to vowel nasalization in all contexts, indicating partial compensation for coarticulatory vowel nasalization. Moreover, there were small but systematic differences between the native Thai-and native English-speaking groups. These differences are as expected if perceptual compensation is partial and the extent of compensation is linked to patterns of coarticulatory nasalization in the listeners' native language.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable evidence, spanning some 40 years of research, indicates that perception of speech sounds is influenced by the phonetic context in which sounds occur ͑for reviews of selected aspects of context effects, see Repp, 1982; Repp and Liberman, 1987; Nearey, 1992; Miller and Eimas, 1994; McQueen, 1996͒ . Response patterns in which listeners appear to be compensating for a sound's coarticulatory context have held particular interest both for theories of speech perception, and for theories of the factors that shape sound systems.
''Compensation'' refers to listener responses consistent with perceptual reduction or perceptual elimination of the acoustic effects of a coarticulatory context on a target sound ͑Mann, 1980; Fowler, 1984͒ . For example, Mann and Repp ͑1980͒ found that synthetic fricative noises ranging from ͓b͔ to ͓s͔ were more often identified by English listeners as /s/ when followed by ͓u͔ than by ͓a͔. That is, listeners accepted lower noise frequencies as /s/ in a rounded vowel context-a context that would, in natural coarticulated speech, be expected to lower the frequency of the fricative noise. ͓For similar findings, see also Whalen ͑1981, 1989͒, for English, and Kunisaki and Fujisaki ͑1977͒, for Japanese.͔ As another example, three studies testing a single set of stimuli found that adult English speakers ͑Mann, 1980͒, adult Japanese speakers ͑Mann, 1986͒ and 4-month-old infants in an English-speaking environment ͑Fowler et al., 1990͒ showed a category boundary shift for a /da-ga/ continuum depending on whether the stop was preceded by /l/ or /[/. The shift resulted in more /g/ ͑i.e., more back͒ responses following /l/ than /[/, suggesting perceptual reduction of the coarticulatory fronting effects of /l/ on a following velar consonant. Compensation for prosodic properties, including fundamental frequency ͑Petersen, 1986; Silverman, 1987͒, duration ͑Whalen, 1989͒, and tone ͑Yu, 1994͒, has also been reported.
Compensatory perceptual responses are not limited to identification tasks. Kawasaki ͑1986͒ used a rating task in which English speakers were asked to rank the nasality of natural vowels originally produced in a nasal consonant context ͓͑m -m͔͒. She found that listeners heard contextually nasalized vowels in a clearly audible nasal consonant context as relatively oral; the same vowels sounded increasingly nasal as the amplitude of flanking nasal consonants was attenuated. As with category boundary shifts, listeners in Kawasaki's study perceptually reduced the acoustic effects ͑here, vowel nasalization͒ of the coarticulatory context. Fowler ͑1981, 1984 Fowler and Smith, 1986͒ investigated listeners' use of coarticulatory information using a 4IAX discrimination procedure in which trials compared acoustically different target sounds in coarticulatorily appropriate contexts with acoustically identical targets, one of which was spliced into a coarticulatorily inappropriate context. For example, ͓g͔s from different vowel contexts were cross spliced, creating trials such as ͓g i i͔-͓g i u͔, with acoustically identical ͓g͔s, paired with ͓g i i͔-͓g u u͔, with coarticulatorily appropriate ͓g͔s ͑where ͓g i ͔ and ͓g u ͔ are from original ͓gi͔ and ͓gu͔, respectively͒. Overall, Fowler's results showed that listeners often based their similarity judgments on coarticulatory appropriateness rather than on acoustic similarity, in keeping with the notion that listeners use contextual information to perceptually reduce acoustic variation ͑thereby facilitating segmentation of the acoustic stream͒.
Not surprisingly, different theoretical approaches offer differing accounts of these compensatory context effects. Auditory theories ͑e.g., Diehl and Kluender, 1989; Kingston, 1992; Kingston and Diehl, 1995; Lotto and Kluender, 1998͒ do not predict that listeners will use contextual information to separate perceptually the acoustic effects of coarticulation. Instead, such theories attribute context-induced shifts in category boundaries to general auditory processes such as frequency contrast or spectral contrast. Recent evidence offered in support of a general auditory account comes from further exploration of the effects of preceding /l/ and /[/ on the /daga/ boundary, originally investigated by Mann. This work showed context effects when the listeners were nonhuman ͑Lotto et al., 1997͒ and for human listeners when the liquid context was a nonspeech sine wave analog of /l/ and /[/ ͑Lotto and Kluender, 1998͒.
Explanations of compensatory context effects that attribute these effects to a source other than general auditory processes cover a range of theoretical perspectives. The account offered by articulatory/gestural theorists is that listeners parse the acoustic signal in terms of its articulatory/ gestural sources, hearing the acoustic properties of a target sound that are due to coarticulatory overlap as belonging to the coarticulatory context rather than to the target ͑e.g., Fowler, 1996͒. 1 Albeit from a nongestural theoretical perspective, Ohala ͑1981, 1986, 1993͒ also interpreted context effects of the type just described as evidence that listeners typically ''factor out'' predictable acoustic properties, effectively adjusting for contextual variation. Offering a theory of the listener's role in sound change and sound systems, Ohala proposed that contextual variation can lead to sound change when listeners either fail to adjust, or overadjust, for acoustic effects of coarticulation. Nearey ͑1992, 1997͒ offered an account of such perceptual hypo-and hypercorrections for coarticulatory overlap within his double-weak theory of speech perception.
Theoretical perspective notwithstanding, aspects of compensatory effects remain poorly understood. For example, under what conditions might listeners fail to compensate for contextual variation? Ohala ͑1993 and elsewhere͒ has suggested ͑correctly, in our view͒ that listeners will fail to compensate if they do not detect the coarticulatory source, or conditioning environment, for the variation. But assuming detection of the context, will listeners necessarily compensate for its acoustic effects? And if they do, is the compensation ''correct,'' that is to say, complete? And if not complete, which types of contexts trigger more versus less compensation? Existing data are far from clear on these issues.
As an illustration, consider the findings of previous studies of the perceptual consequences of nasal coarticulation. The results of several studies are consistent with the interpretation that listeners attribute the acoustic effects of contextual nasalization to its coarticulatory source. As noted above, Kawasaki ͑1986͒ found that nasalized vowels sound more nasal when embedded between acoustically weakened nasal consonants. Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson ͑1991͒ conducted a gating study in which listeners gave complete word responses when presented with fragments of CVC and CVN words. Listeners responded with CVN as well as CVC words when presented with oral ͓CV͔ fragments ͑from original CVC words͒, suggesting that they did not perceive oral vowels as incompatible with a following nasal consonant. Focusing on the perceived height rather than on the nasality of nasal vowels, Krakow et al. ͑1988͒ found that listeners misjudged the height of synthetic nasal vowels in an oral consonant context ͓͑b -d͔͒, but correctly judged the height of the same nasal vowels in a nasal consonant context ͓͑b -nd͔͒. 2 In this case, English-speaking listeners attributed the lowfrequency effects of nasalization on perceived height to the nasal consonant context rather than to the vowel itself. Results reported by Manuel ͑1995͒ suggest that listeners also attribute coarticulatory nasalization of consonants ͑specifi-cally, carryover nasalization on /Z/ in /nZ/ sequences͒ to the flanking nasal context.
However, not all of the available evidence indicates that listeners are so successful in attributing contextual variation to its coarticulatory source. In a study that was a precursor to the present set of experiments, Krakow and Beddor ͑1991͒ edited and spliced natural bed and men tokens to create stimuli in which oral and nasal vowels each occurred in oral and nasal contexts and isolation. English-speaking listeners judged vowel similarity in an ABX matching task ͑e.g., AB ͓m}n͔-͓m6n͔; Xϭ͓}͔ or ͓6͔͒; listeners also judged the relative vowel nasality in a rating task ͑where pairings included ͓m6n͔-͓b}d͔ and ͓m6n͔-͓}͔͒. Listeners compensating for vowel nasality in a nasal context should perform poorly on trials involving this context, because nasal vowels in an ͓m -n͔ context should sound relatively oral. Although this general pattern was upheld, listeners made fewer errors than we might expect on the basis of Kawasaki's findings. In addition, other findings suggest that listeners do not adjust for perceived nasal vowel height in nasal consonant contexts under some testing conditions. In a series of vowel classification experiments using the Garner paradigm, in which listeners judged both height and nasality of synthetic vowel stimuli, Kingston and Macmillan ͑1995͒ found that height perception was influenced by vowel nasality in both oral and nasal contexts, contrary to the findings of Krakow et al. ͑1988͒ which indicated that listeners separated these parameters when given an appropriate coarticulatory ͑i.e., nasal͒ context.
The present set of experiments further explores the effect of coarticulatory context on speech perception, with particular focus on the types of contextual conditions that are particularly likely or unlikely to lead to compensatory responses. We chose to investigate coarticulatory vowel nasalization primarily because previous studies on nasalization have shown that listeners are able to make judgments about vowel nasality under a variety of testing conditions and that, under certain testing conditions, ͑American English͒ listeners do compensate for contextual nasalization. Hence, there is reason to expect that systematic manipulation of the contexts of vowel nasalization will allow us to tease apart some of the factors relevant to compensation. We also selected vowel nasalization because languages differ in the spatial and temporal extent of coarticulatory vowel nasalization ͑e.g., Clumeck, 1976; Henderson, 1984; Cohn, 1990; Rochet and Rochet, 1991; Solé, 1992 , and speakers of languages that differ in this respect prefer different amounts and temporal patterns of nasalization when judging stimulus naturalness ͑Stevens et al., 1987͒. Study of whether listeners' perceptual responses to nasalization in different phonetic contexts depend on their native language's coarticulatory organization will further delineate the conditions relevant to compensation. 4 We designed a series of experiments to investigate the extent to which listeners' perception of vowel nasalization was dependent on the context-oral context, nasal context, or isolation-in which the vowels occurred. Oral and nasal vowels were placed into each of these contextual conditions by applying excising and cross-splicing techniques to natural productions of a native American English speaker. To test for the generality of any context effects, we incorporated three experimental manipulations. First, all experiments were conducted with two vowel qualities, front unrounded /}/ and back rounded /o/. Second, two types of perceptual paradigms were used, a rating task in which listeners heard pairs of stimuli and judged the relative vowel nasality of pair members ͑experiments 1 and 3͒, and a 41AX task in which listeners judged vowel similarity ͑experiments 2 and 4͒. The former task requires listeners to make metalinguistic judgments concerning vowel nasality and is similar to tasks used by Kawasaki ͑1986͒ and Krakow and Beddor ͑1991͒. The latter task was included as a measure of listeners' discriminatory abilities and thus as a potentially more sensitive perceptual measure. ͑The same listeners participated in both tasks, but the discrimination task always preceded the rating task.͒ As a third manipulation, tasks were presented to two groups of listeners, native American English speakers and native Thai speakers. Both languages are typically viewed as having nondistinctive vowel nasalization.
5 American English shows extensive anticipatory vowel nasalization ͑Clumeck, 1976; Krakow, 1989 Krakow, , 1999 Solé, 1992, 1995͒. Tanowitz and s ͑1997͒ acoustic analysis of temporal patterns of anticipatory nasalization in CVN͑C͒ syllables showed that, in the speech of four English speakers from Michigan ͑the dialect of nearly all participants in experiments 1 and 2͒, on average 80% of a vowel followed by a nasal consonant was nasalized. This percentage held regardless of vowel length ͑i.e., for long tense vowels as well as shorter lax vowels͒. In comparison, an ongoing analysis of the productions of native Thai speakers showed that, on average, only 45% of the vowel in a Thai CVN syllable was nasalized. In addition, nonlow ͑contrastively͒ long vowels in Thai were proportionately less nasalized than their short counterparts ͑Beddor et al., in preparation͒. That Thai listeners might be sensitive to these temporal differences is suggested by native Thai speaker Onsuwan's ͑1997͒ observation that English vowels in nasal contexts sound heavily nasalized, whereas those of Thai in comparable contexts do not.
What predictions would a hypothesis that listeners compensate for the acoustic effects of coarticulation make concerning listeners' responses to these experiments? Broadly speaking, listeners should do well judging vowel nasality ͑rating task͒ or determining vowel similarity ͑4IAX discrimination task͒ when presented with vowels in an oral context or isolation; that is, when there is no coarticulatory context to which to attribute vowel nasalization, the acoustic effects of nasalization should be heard as part of the vowel itself, and perception should be accurate. For example, when presented with rating pairs such as Ṽ -V, CṼ C-CVC, CṼ C-V or Ṽ -CVC ͑where C and V are oral and Ṽ is nasal͒, the vowel in the first stimulus in each of these pairs should ͑correctly͒ sound more nasal than that in the second. However, listeners are predicted to perform poorly when judging nasal vowels in a nasal consonant context because, under a coarticulatory compensation hypothesis, vowel nasalization should be attributed to the context; a nasal vowel would therefore be heard as ͑relatively͒ oral. For example, listeners should incorrectly rate the vowels in pairs such as NṼ N-V or NṼ N-CVC ͑where N is a nasal consonant͒ as equally nasal; in NṼ N-Ṽ or NṼ N-CṼ C pairs, the vowel of the first pair member should, again incorrectly, sound less nasal. ͑A priori, the hypothesis does not make clear predictions about listener performance on oral vowels in a nasal consonant context, although listeners should do relatively poorly if they attempt to compensate for the expected effects of a nasal context.͒ Whether English-and Thai-speaking listeners are predicted to differ in their performance depends on the theoretical framework within which context effects are couched. The language-general interpretation offered by Mann ͑1986͒ and Fowler et al. ͑1990͒ predicts similar performance for the two language groups, because listeners are expected to compensate for coarticulatory influences to the extent they are specified in the signal. Of course, theories that attribute context effects to general auditory processes would also predict similar response patterns for the two language groups. Alternatively, we might predict that Thai listeners would perform differently than English listeners if native language experience influences perceptual compensation ͑see Beddor et al., 1986 , for general discussion along these lines͒. Under this approach, because Thai speakers have native language experience with less extensive coarticulatory nasalization than English speakers, their responses to English stimuli would be expected to be less fully compensatory than those of native English speakers.
I. EXPERIMENT 1: ENGLISH RATING
A. Methods
Stimulus materials
The original stimuli were produced by an adult male native speaker of American English who read a randomized word list containing five tokens each of bed, men, bode, and moan, as well as other monosyllabic words with the vowels /}/ and /o/ to be used in a separate study. The recording was digitized at 10 kHz and two tokens of each of the four words were selected for subsequent manipulation. Because the manipulations involved cross splicing of vowels of a given type ͑/}/ or /o/͒ from one consonantal context into another, tokens were selected on the basis of similarity of vocalic pitch, loudness, and duration. ͑Durations were acoustically determined whereas pitch and loudness judgments were perceptual.͒ For each of the eight selected stimuli, vowel onset and offset were located using a combination of waveform and spectrographic displays.
For each stimulus, the signal between vowel onset and offset was excised from its original context at the zero crossing in the acoustic waveform. The excised vowels were ͑a͒ spliced into the consonantal context of the alternate token of that word type ͑e.g., e គ of bed 1 was spliced into b -d of bed 2 ͒, ͑b͒ spliced into the consonantal context of the ''opposite'' (oral→nasal, nasal→oral͒ word type ͑e.g., e គ of bed 1 was spliced into m -n of men 1 ͒, or ͑c͒ left excised from context ͑e.g., isolated e គ͒. Condition ͑a͒ was included so that excising/ splicing techniques would be applied to all stimuli; no original stimulus remained intact. This resulted in six syllable types: ͓bVd͔, ͓bṼ d͔, ͓mVn͔, ͓mṼ n͔, ͓V͔, and ͓Ṽ ͔ ͑where Vϭoral vowel from an original b -d context and Ṽ ϭnasal vowel from an original m -n context͒. The two vowels, /}/ and /o/, both with and without nasalization, each spliced or excised into the three contexts as well as into the alternate token, yielded 24 manipulated test stimuli. The manipulated stimuli contained no audible discontinuities; also, excising and splicing had no noticeable effect on flanking consonants ͑i.e., ͓mon͔ and ͓m}n͔ stimuli contained clear ͓m -n͔ despite the absence of vowel nasalization; ͓bõd͔ and ͓b}d͔ stimuli contained clear ͓b -d͔ despite the presence of vowel nasalization͒. In what follows, sequences with /}/ and /o/ ͑whether oral or nasal͒ are referred to as /}/ and /o/ sets, respectively.
For each vowel set, 21 types of test pairings were created; pair types are illustrated in Table I for the /o/ set. The pair types fall into three basic categories according to vowel nasality and consonantal context. First, for six pair types, paired vowels had the same nasality and occurred in the same context ͑Table Ia͒. These control pairs consisted of two different tokens of each syllable type ͑e.g., ͓õ 1 ͔-͓õ 2 ͔; ͓bo 1 d͔-͓bo 2 d͔͒. Second, for six pair types, paired vowels also had the same nasality, but occurred in different contexts ͑Table Ib͒. Vowels in these test pairs were acoustically identical ͑e.g., ͓bõ 1 d͔-͓õ 1 ͔; ͓bo 2 d͔-͓mo 2 n͔͒. Third, nine types of test pairs had vowels that differed in nasality; vowel contexts included all possible pairings of the three contexts ͑Table Ic͒. For these cross-nasality pair types, a particular pairing of oral and nasal vowels was consistently used ͑i.e., possible pairs were ͓o 1 ͔-͓õ 1 ͔ and ͓o 2 ͔-͓õ 2 ͔, but not ͓o 1 ͔-͓õ 2 ͔ or ͓o 2 ͔-͓õ 1 ͔͒.
One limitation of this experimental design is that, despite our efforts to select stimuli whose vowels were relatively similar in characteristics other than nasality, the duration of vowels in oral and nasal contexts systematically differed: Vowels in nasal contexts were shorter than vowels in oral contexts, as seen in Table II . Consequently, nasal vowels spliced into oral contexts, and oral vowels spliced into nasal contexts, would be inappropriate in both nasality and duration. Also, because isolated vowels tend to be relatively long, excised nasal vowels would be temporally more inappropriate than excised oral vowels. Although we wanted to retain the original durations in order to compare identical vowels in cross-context comparisons ͑e.g., ͓Ṽ ͔ vs ͓mṼ n͔ vs ͓bṼ d͔͒, additionally we wanted to make the same comparisons with vowels of contextually appropriate duration. Therefore, we added a vowel duration manipulation to the /}/ set ͑chosen because, on average, this set had the greater oral-nasal duration difference͒. Nasal ͓}͔s were lengthened by iterating pitch pulses to the duration of their oral vowel counterparts ͑e.g., ͓} 1 ͔ was lengthened to match ͓} 1 ͔ duration͒; oral ͓}͔s were shortened by deleting pitch pulses to the duration of their nasal vowel counterparts ͑e.g., ͓} 1 ͔ was shortened to match ͓} 1 ͔ duration͒. Full pitch pulses were manipulated, hence ''matched'' durations were not identical, but always fell within 3 ms of each other. All pairings are shown in Table III ͑where L ϭlengthened, S ϭshortened, and Table III͔ . The within-trial ISI was 1 s and across-trial interval was 4 s. A ten-item practice sequence was also created for each of the /o/ and /}/ sets.
Listeners
Listeners were 16 native English-speaking undergraduate students recruited from introductory linguistics classes at the University of Michigan ͑age range was 19-24 years; mean age: 20.3 years͒. No listener had more than rudimentary training in phonetics or phonology and none reported hearing or speaking deficiencies. Listeners were paid for their participation.
Fourteen of the 16 listeners had studied a second language; of these languages, only French ͑studied by 5 listeners͒ has contrastive nasalization. Two listeners were bilingual in English and Chinese, although, like the other listeners, they were born and raised in the U.S. ͑Thirteen listeners had lived most of their lives in Michigan.͒ All listeners' results are pooled below.
Procedure
Test sequences contained two repetitions of each of the two orders of each pair, for a total of 144 (2ϫ2ϫ36) randomized /o/ trials and 204 (2ϫ2ϫ51) randomized /}/ trials. The rating tests for the two vowel sets were output to digital audio tape and presented over headphones to small groups of up to four listeners in a sound-attenuated room in the Phonetics Laboratory at the University of Michigan. Listeners were told that they would hear computer-manipulated syllables from English. They were instructed to focus on the vowel sounds in the syllables and to decide, for each pair of syllables, whether the vowel in the first or second syllable sounded more nasal, or whether they sounded equally nasal ͑or equally non-nasal͒. The experimenter provided the following explanation of ''nasal:'' ''You probably already have an intuitive notion of what it means for a vowel to sound nasal. If any of you have studied a language such as French, Portuguese, or Hindi, you know that in these languages nasalization on a vowel changes the meaning of a word. In French, for example, the word ͓bo͔ means ''handsome,'' but ͓bõ͔ ͑with a nasal ''o''͒ means ''good.'' In English, vowels also can be nasalized next to certain consonants. For example, the ''ah'' sound in mom is usually quite nasal.''
The response sheets indicated the type of trial in English orthography. For example, for ͓bõd͔-͓mon͔ the options were bode moan same; for ͓mon͔-͓o͔: moan o same; for ͓o͔-͓õ͔: o o same; and so on. Listeners were told to circle one option per trial. The order of presentation of the two tests, /}/ and /o/, was counterbalanced across listener groups. For each set, listeners first heard the corresponding practice series, without feedback, to familiarize them with the task. Total rating test time was less than 1 h.
B. Results
The results for the three basic types of comparisons according to vowel nasality and vowel context ͑Tables Ia-c and IIIa-c͒ were separately analyzed using repeated measures ANOVAs. Post hoc Tukey tests investigated significant main effects of factors having more than two levels or significant interactions. For each of the three data sets, the results entered into the primary ANOVA were the mean percent correct responses of each listener to each pair type from the /o/ set, and from the /}/ set with context-appropriate vowel durations ͑in Table III , the top pair in cells with two members͒. All discussion in the results sections of this paper refer to those items. Separate ANOVAs were also conducted on the results for the matched-duration /}/ set ͑the bottom pair in cells with two members in Table III͒ ; the results of these latter ANOVAs, which largely serve to reinforce the findings of the primary analyses, are presented in the Appendix. The two different duration conditions were not directly compared because we were not interested in duration per se, TABLE III. Rating pair types for the /}/ set. Because the original vowels were longer in oral than in nasal contexts, vowel duration was manipulated in selected pairs ( L ϭlengthened; S ϭshortened; see text for explanation͒. Only the pairs with context-appropriate vowel durations ͑top pair type in cells with two pairs͒ were included in the primary ANOVAs. The Appendix gives the ANOVA results for the matched-duration vowels ͑bottom pair type in two-pair cells͒.
but rather in whether the same pattern of results would hold when only vowel nasality varied as when vowel duration and nasality covaried.
In reporting the results, the oral ͓b -d͔ context is referred to as C -C, the nasal ͓m -n͔ context as N -N, and isolation as # -#.
Control comparisons
Listeners were expected to perform relatively well on the control comparisons, in which paired vowels had the same nasality and occurred in the same context ͑Tables Ia and IIIa͒. Summing across /}/ and /o/, mean rating accuracy ranged from 74% to 91% correct, with accuracy at or above 85% correct on the pairs V-V, Ṽ -Ṽ , and CVC-CVC, and dropping below 80% correct on NṼ N-NṼ N, NVN-NVN, and CṼ C-CṼ C. A three-way ANOVA testing for the effects of vowel nasality ͑V, Ṽ ͒, vowel context ͑C -C, N -N, # -#͒, and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒ showed that vowel context was significant ͓F(1,30)ϭ3.44, pϽ0.05͔, as was its interaction with vowel nasality ͓F(2,30)ϭ3.58, pϽ0.05͔. No other main effect or interaction was significant.
Two types of post hoc Tukey analyses explored the interaction between vowel context and vowel nasality. Post hoc tests for an effect of vowel context for oral and nasal vowels showed that, for nasal vowels, listeners were more accurate on Ṽ trials than on NṼ N and CṼ C trials ͓t(30) ϭ2.36, pϽ0.05 for the Ṽ -NṼ N comparison and 2.88, p Ͻ0.01 for Ṽ -CṼ C͔; for oral vowels, none of the differences between contexts was significant. Post hoc tests for an effect of vowel nasality in each of the context pairings showed no significant differences between oral and nasal vowels. That listeners judged the relative nasality of nasal vowels as accurately as that of oral vowels in this control condition is encouraging, as it indicates that rating the nasality of nasal vowels was not inherently difficult for these listeners.
Comparisons with same vowel nasality and different vowel contexts
We turn to pairings in which context varied but vowel nasality was held constant ͑Tables IIb and IIIb͒. Of main interest is whether overall accuracy is affected by context and, in particular, whether context influences judgments of nasal vowels more than those of oral vowels. Under a coarticulatory compensation hypothesis, listeners are predicted to perform poorly when rating the nasality of a nasal vowel in the N -N context relative to that of the same vowel in a non-nasal ͑# -# or C -C͒ context. Figure 1 shows listeners' pooled percent correct ratings ͑i.e., percent ''same'' nasality judgments͒ of oral and nasal vowels, collapsed across vowel quality, for the three types of pairings of vowel contexts. Listeners' performance was, on average, better on pairs with oral vowels ͑73%͒ than nasal ones ͑49%͒, and better on vowels in C -C-# -# pairs ͑84%͒ than on pairings with N -N ͑50%͒. A three-way ANOVA tested for the effects of vowel nasality (V, Ṽ ), vowel contexts ͑C -C-# -#; N -N-# -#; C -C-N -N͒, and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒. There were significant main effects of vowel nasality ͓F(1,15)ϭ11.22, pϽ0.01͔ and vowel contexts ͓F(2,30)ϭ36.64, pϽ0.001͔, and a significant interaction between the two ͓F(2,165)ϭ11.27, pϽ0.001͔. No other main effect or interaction was significant.
Post hoc Tukey tests for the effect of vowel nasality in each of the three context pairings showed that accuracy was higher for oral vowels than for nasal vowels in comparisons involving the N -N context ͓t(30)ϭ4.47 and 3.59, p Ͻ0.001 and 0.01, for N -N-# -# ͑middle pairs in Fig. 1͒ and N -N-C -C ͑right͒ pairs, respectively͔. The difference was not significant for C -C-# -# pairs ͑left͒, where accuracy for both oral and nasal vowels was in the range of controlcomparison performance. The relative difficulty of the three comparison types held for individual listeners as well, with all but one listener rating oral vowels more accurately than nasal vowels for the N -N-# -# comparisons and all but two listeners doing the same for the N -N-C -C comparisons.
The statistical tests, taken together with the means, indicate that cross-context comparisons are most difficult when such comparisons involve, as one member, a nasal vowel in a nasal consonant context. Performance on oral vowel pairings is also poorer when one of the vowels occurs in a nasal consonant context; however, performance is still far better for such oral vowel comparisons than for the corresponding nasal vowel comparisons. The same pattern of results was obtained for the matched-duration /}/ set, reported in the Appendix.
Because the comparisons with different vowel contexts revealed significant differences in performance as a function of the combination of contexts and vowel nasality, it seemed appropriate to look in more detail at the error patterns for each comparison pair. Collapsing across the /o/ and /}/ sets, Fig. 2 shows the three-way response breakdown: The vowel in the first stimulus is ''more nasal,'' the vowel in the second stimulus is ''more nasal,'' or the vowels have the ''same'' nasality. Figure 2͑a͒ , oral vowels, reinforces what we already know about oral vowel pairings: Listeners are highly accurate judging such pairs when no nasal context is involved ͑CVC-V͒; performance falls off but is well above chance when one oral vowel is embedded in the N -N context ͑NVN-V and NVN-CVC͒. Interestingly, in the N -N-C -C comparison, the most common error is the identification of the oral vowel in the N -N context as ''more nasal.'' ͑The same is marginally true in the N -N-# -# comparison.͒ For pairings of nasal vowels ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒, rating of pairs that do not include the N -N context is again highly accurate, but in this case rating accuracy for pairs that include the N -N context is at chance level. The single most common response for NṼ N-Ṽ and NṼ N-CṼ C pairs was a compensatory response: The nasal vowel in the non-nasal context (CṼ C, Ṽ ) was heard as ''more nasal'' than the same vowel in the nasal NṼ N context.
Comparisons with different vowel nasality
This set of analyses examines all comparisons that paired an oral vowel with a nasal vowel, whether or not the vowel contexts were identical ͑Tables Ic and IIIc͒. If listeners compensate for coarticulatory nasalization, Ṽ should be rated as more nasal than V when Ṽ is in a non-nasal context, but Ṽ and V should be rated as ͑roughly͒ equally nasal when Ṽ is in a nasal context. Figure 3 presents the combined /}/-/o/ data, where nasal vowel context is shown along the abscissa and oral vowel context is shown by different bar types. In each case, the correct response was to select the nasal vowel as ''more nasal.'' The most obvious outcome seen in Fig. 3 is the especially poor performance on pairs involving NṼ N ͑right set of bars͒-a pattern already observed in the preceding section ͑and a pattern that held for the individual results of 15 of the 16 listeners͒. A three-way ANOVA on the effects of oral vowel context ͑CVC, NVN, V͒, nasal vowel context ͑CṼ C, NṼ N, Ṽ ͒, and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒ showed that the only significant main effect was that of nasal vowel context ͓F(2,30)ϭ37.15, pϽ0.001͔. The significant interactions were a two-way interaction between nasal and oral vowel contexts ͓F(4,60)ϭ6.03, pϽ0.001͔ and a three-way interaction among all factors ͓F(4,60)ϭ3.70, pϽ0.01͔.
The interaction between nasal and oral vowel contexts was due to improved rating accuracy when paired oral and nasal vowels occurred in the same consonant context. Although listeners did poorly on pairings with a nasal vowel in the N -N context, accuracy improved when the oral vowel of the pair also occurred in that context ͑i.e., NṼ N-NVN; right-most bar in Fig. 3͒ . Similarly, for pairings with a nasal vowel in the C -C context ͑middle set of bars͒, listeners performed best when the paired oral vowel was in the same context (CṼ C-CVC). However, the facilitatory effect of the same context was more consistent for the /}/s than the /o/s, hence the interaction of nasal and oral vowel contexts with vowel quality. Tests for the simple main effect of oral vowel context in each of the nasal vowel contexts, conducted separately for the /}/ and /o/ sets, showed that oral vowel context was not significant for either set when the nasal vowel was in isolation ͑left set of bars͒. When the nasal vowel was in the N -N context, oral vowel context was significant only for the /}/s ͓F(2,30)ϭ5.91, pϽ0.01͔, with post hoc tests showing better performance when the oral vowel context was NVN ͑i.e., the matched context͒ than when it was V or CVC ͓t(30)ϭ2.81 and 3.13 for V and CVC, respectively, p Ͻ0.01͔. Similarly, when the nasal vowel was in the C -C context, oral vowel context was again significant only for the /}/s ͓F(2,30)ϭ4.02, pϽ0.05͔, with accuracy higher when CṼ C was paired with CVC than when paired with V or NVN ͓t(30)ϭ2.15 and 2.68 for V and NVN, respectively, p Ͻ0.05͔. The matched-duration /}/ set also showed the pattern of more accurate rating when paired vowel contexts are the same ͑see the Appendix͒.
Because pairings with NṼ N were so problematic for listeners, we again examined the three-way pattern of responses to these pair types, shown in pairings ͑i.e., same context; right set of bars͒ was listeners' single most common response the correct response. For NṼ N-V pairings ͑left͒ and NṼ N-CVC pairings ͑middle͒, ''same'' nasality was the single most common response and the correct NṼ N choice was the second most common ͑al-though only marginally so for NṼ N-V͒. Thus, for differentcontext pairings, listeners were most likely to judge the vowels as equally nasal ͑52%͒-i.e., the compensatory judgment-but when they chose one vowel as more nasal than the other, they were more likely to make the correct ͑30%͒ than the incorrect ͑18%͒ choice.
C. Discussion
As predicted by the compensation hypothesis, native English listeners showed consistent difficulties in judging the nasality of nasal vowels in an appropriate, NṼ N, context. Importantly, nasal vowels were not inherently difficult to rate: Listeners were much more accurate on nasal vowels in isolation and in an oral C -C context. Even the comparison of nasal vowels occurring in different contexts was not problematic for listeners, as long as the contexts were non-nasal. Indeed, listener ratings of nasal CṼ C-Ṽ pairs were as accurate as those of oral CVC-V pairs ͑around 80% correct͒-and ratings of both of these pair types were nearly as accurate as ratings of the control ͑same vowel context and nasality͒ comparisons. In contrast, the most common response to pairings of a nasal vowel in the N -N context with an oral vowel in a non-nasal context ͑C -C or # -#͒ was that the two vowels sounded ''equally nasal,'' indicating that listeners attribute vowel nasality to a nasal consonant context, when present. Still, in more than 25% of these cases, listeners correctly reported that NṼ N was the most nasal member of the pair. Hence, compensation, although clearly evident for NṼ N sequences, cannot be said to be complete. Finally, we note that performance on oral vowels in N -N contexts was neither as poor as that on nasal vowels in this context nor as accurate as that on oral vowels in the other two contexts.
The generality of the patterns described here is supported by the vowel quality and the vowel duration manipulations. Most findings held for both the /o/ and /}/ sets. Findings also held for both the contextually appropriate and matched durations of the /}/ set ͑see the Appendix͒, indicating that the difficulty of judging vowel nasality in the N -N context was not due to contextually inappropriate vowel duration.
II. EXPERIMENT 2: ENGLISH DISCRIMINATION
As noted in the Introduction, the rating task requires listeners to make metalinguistic judgments concerning vowel nasality. It is possible that listeners might be more sensitive to the nasality of vowels in a nasal context in a task which required them not to rate nasality per se, but rather to discriminate vowels ͑or vowel pairs͒ differing in nasality. Experiment 2 was conducted to explore this possibility.
Stimulus materials
The same stimuli used in the rating task were arranged into a 4IAX discrimination paradigm. Each trial consisted of two stimulus pairs, one with vowels differing in nasality and one with vowels having the same nasality. The control trials, designed to verify listeners' ability to discriminate nasality differences using this paradigm, held vowel context constant and varied only vowel nasality. The test trials explored listeners' ability to discriminate vowel nasality differences across different contexts. We were particularly interested in performance when listener options were ͑a͒ two vowels differing in nasality ͑henceforth, ''mismatched'' nasality͒ but both in coarticulatorily appropriate contexts ͑e.g., ͓bod͔-͓mõn͔͒ versus ͑b͒ two vowels with the same ͑''matched''͒ nasality but one in a coarticulatorily inappropriate context ͑e.g., ͓bõd͔-͓mõn͔ or ͓bod͔-͓mon͔͒. Consequently, not all possible test trials were included; for trials with vowels in consonantal contexts, all trials had one stimulus pair in which vowel nasality was coarticulatorily appropriate.
The 14 types of discrimination trials for the /o/ set are given in Table IV . Selection of the test stimuli for each trial type was similar to the conditions established for the rating task. For the four same-context control trials ͑Table IVa͒, the pair whose vowels had the same nasality consisted of two different tokens of that syllable type ͑e.g., ͓o 1 ͔-͓o 2 ͔͒. For the eight context-to-isolation trials ͑Table IVb͒ and the two oralto-nasal context trials ͑Table IVc͒, the vowels in the pairs with the same nasality were acoustically identical ͑e.g., ͓bo 1 d͔-͓o 1 ͔; ͓bõ 2 d͔-͓mõ 2 n͔͒.
Recall from experiment 1 that, because this speaker's nasal vowels were shorter than his oral vowels, the vowels in ͓bVd͔ and ͓mṼ n͔ would differ in both nasality and duration if no adjustments were made. As in experiment 1, experiment 2 controlled for this temporal difference for the /}/ set. The discrimination trials for the /}/ set are given in Table V. As for the /o/ set, pairs whose vowels had the same nasality used two different tokens of that syllable type for samecontext trials, but used acoustically identical vowels for the other trial types. However, for the /}/ set, all vowels within a trial were equalized for duration, except for the oral-to-nasal context trials. For trials with equalized vowel duration ͑Table Va and Vb͒, the selected duration was appropriate for that context: Long for vowels in the # -# and ͓b -d͔ contexts; short for vowels in the ͓m -n͔ context, as well as vowels in ͓m -n͔-# -# pairings. For the oral-to-nasal context trials ͑Table Vc͒, two types of duration pairings were selected: One pairing had context-appropriate durations ͑top trial in each cell͒ and the other retained the original vowel durations ͑bottom trial͒.
For each trial type, there were two versions of the comparison. Also, four stimulus orders were possible for each 4IAX comparison ͑i.e., substituting the numbers 1-2/3-4 for the stimuli in a comparison such as ͓b}d͔ -͓m}n͔/͓b}d͔ -͓m}n͔, the possible orders are 1-2/3-4, 2-1/4-3, 3-4/ 1-2, and 4-3/2-1͒. For all discrimination trials, the withinpair interval was 0.4 s, the across-pair interval was 0.8 s, and the across-trial interval was 3 s.
Listeners
The 16 listeners who participated in experiment 1 also participated in experiment 2.
Procedure
Three separate randomized test sequences were constructed for each vowel set. The control sequence consisted of all same-context trials (4 trial typesϫ2 tokens ϫ4 ordersϫ2 repetitionsϭ64 trials per vowel set͒. A second sequence had context-to-isolation trials (8 trial typesϫ2 tokensϫ4 ordersϭ64 trials per vowel set͒. A third sequence had oral-to-nasal context comparisons (2 trial typesϫ2 tokensϫ4 ordersϫ3 repetitionsϭ48 /o/ trials; 4 trial typesϫ2 tokensϫ4 ordersϫ3 repetitions ϭ96 /}/ trials͒. ͑Different numbers of repetitions in the three sequences were used both to make sequence lengths more comparable and to reduce discrimination test time.͒ Half of the listeners heard all three /o/ sequences followed by all three /}/ sequences; the other half heard the reverse order. Within each vowel set, the control sequence was always heard first; the order of the other two sequences was counterbalanced across listeners. Prior to each test sequence, listeners heard a 12-item practice sequence.
As in experiment 1, test sequences were output to digital audio tape and presented to small groups of listeners over headphones. Importantly, as noted above, listeners participated in experiment 2 before experiment 1 because we did not want listeners' metalinguistic assessment of nasality in experiment 1 to influence listeners' discrimination judgments in experiment 2. The two experiments were conducted in separate 1-h sessions within a few days of each other. In the discrimination test, as in the rating test, listeners were told to focus on the vowel sounds in the syllables. The listeners' task was to select, for each 4IAX trial, the pair in which the vowels sounded more different from each other. Response sheets indicated the trial type in English orthography.
B. Results
Listeners' responses to the discrimination test were analyzed according to the three test sequences presented to listeners: Same-context ͑# -#, C -C, N -N͒, context-to-isolation ͑C -C-# -# or N -N-# -#͒, and oral-to-nasal context ͑C -C-N -N͒ comparisons of oral and nasal vowels. As in experiment 1, a repeated measures ANOVA and post hoc Tukey comparisons were conducted on mean percent correct responses of each listener to each pair type in that test sequence. ͑However, unlike experiment 1, listeners were given only two response options per discrimination trial, hence chance performance in experiment 2 was at the 50% rather than the 33% level.͒ Because only the oral-to-nasal context comparisons had two /}/ durations ͑see Table Vc͒, only this comparison set required a separate ANOVA for the matchedduration condition, reported in the Appendix.
Control (same-context) comparisons
When context is held constant, native English listeners can reliably discriminate vowel nasality within the 4IAX paradigm. Mean performance on the same-context comparisons ranged narrowly from 95% to 98% correct across the four comparison types ͑see Tables IVa and Va͒. Individual performance of most ͑12 of the 16͒ listeners also averaged 95% or better for these comparisons.
Accurate discrimination of all same-context discrimination trials, including NVN-NṼ N/NṼ N-NṼ N, differs sharply from listeners' near-chance performance on the same-context NVN-NṼ N rating pairs, suggesting that, as expected, the different tests assess different perceptual abili- ties. At least for these same-context trials, listeners were able to discriminate oral and nasal vowel pairs whose relative nasality they found difficult to rate.
Context-to-isolation comparisons
Listeners are expected to be less accurate discriminators of the context-to-isolation trials than the same-context trials because of the added difficulty of the variable vowel context within each comparison pair. The central question is whether any effects of context are uniform across conditions, or whether discrimination of vowel nasality differences is consistently poorer when the paired vowel contexts are N -N-# -# ͑especially when the vowel in the N -N context is nasal͒ than when they are C -C-# -#.
Percent correct responses to the context-to-isolation comparisons for the /}/ and /o/ sets, pooled across listeners, are given in Fig. 5 . Oral C -C context pairs are represented by the four bars on the left of each panel and nasal N -N context pairs by the four bars on the right. Bar type shows the nasality of the matched vowels ͑both oral or both nasal͒ in each comparison; the abscissa indicates the mismatched pair ͑one oral vowel and one nasal vowel͒.
As expected, performance on the context-to-isolation comparisons is less accurate than on the control comparisons ͑above͒, a group difference which also held for the results of all individual listeners. However, the degree of difficulty is not uniform across all comparison pairs. To assess performance on these comparisons, a four-way ANOVA was conducted with the factors vowel context ͑C -C, N -N͒, matched vowel nasality (V, Ṽ ), mismatched vowel nasality ͑whether the isolated vowel was V or Ṽ ͒, and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒. Consistent with the rating results, vowel context was significant ͓F(1,15)ϭ41.25, pϽ0.001͔, with trials involving the N -N context being more difficult than those with C -C ͓right versus left sides of Fig. 5͑a͒ and ͑b͔͒. Vowel context also interacted significantly with mismatched vowel nasality ͓F(1,15)ϭ17.29, pϽ0.001͔. No other main effect or interaction was significant.
Post hoc comparisons to explore the interaction showed that, for the mismatched vowels, performance was better on comparisons with NVN-Ṽ than on those with NṼ N-V ͓t(15)ϭ3.00, pϽ0.01; third versus fourth pairs of bars in Fig. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͔͒ . However, the difference between comparisons with CVC-Ṽ and CṼ C-V was not significant ͓first versus second pairs of bars in Fig. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͔͒ . Thus, although listeners made the correct choice more often than not in this task, they were most likely-as expected-to make the incorrect choice ͑i.e., to select the vowels of the mismatched oral-nasal vowel pair as more similar͒ when the nasal vowel was in the N -N context ͓two right-most bars in Fig. 5͑a͒ and ͑b͔͒. 
Oral-to-nasal context comparisons
Like all discrimination trials, the oral-to-nasal context comparisons involved a mismatched oral-nasal vowel pair compared with a matched oral-oral or nasal-nasal vowel pair with spectrally identical vowels. However, in these comparisons, vowel identity and context appropriateness were in conflict. The members of the mismatched vowel pair were in coarticulatorily appropriate contexts (CVC-NṼ N) while one of the two members of the matched vowel pair ͑CVC-NVN or CṼ C-NṼ N͒ was in a coarticulatorily inappropriate context ͑see Tables IVc and Vc͒ . Under a compensation hypothesis, we would expect context appropriateness to win out, with listeners incorrectly perceiving the mismatched vowel pair as more similar. Figure 6 gives the results for the /}/ and /o/ sets. Listeners' mean performance was near or below chance for all comparisons, indicating that listeners were not able to discriminate differences in vowel nasality when all vowels were embedded in consonantal contexts. Although performance was poorer on /}/s than /o/s, and on comparisons in which the matched vowel pair was nasal than those in which it was oral, a two-way ANOVA assessing matched vowel nasality (V, Ṽ ) and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒, showed that neither factor was significant. ͑Unlike the context-to-isolation comparisons, there is no mismatched vowel nasality factor; all comparisons had CVC-NṼ N as the mismatched pair.͒ The near-chance level of the group responses in Fig. 6 is representative of the data of 8 of the 16 individual listeners. The other eight listeners showed more consistent patterns in their responses, but they fell into two categories: three poor discriminators, whose accuracy was below 10% on these comparisons, and five good discriminators, whose accuracy was above 65%. There was no obvious link between good discrimination and language background ͑e.g., only two of the five listeners who had studied French fell into this group͒.
C. Discussion
Overall performance on the discrimination controls was better than on the rating controls, indicating that the discrimination task was, as expected, a more sensitive measure of listeners' judgments of oral and nasal vowels. Nonetheless, the conclusions from the rating study find further support in the patterns obtained here. That is, despite their relatively strong performance on the discrimination controls, listeners' responses to test comparisons ͑an isolated vowel paired with a vowel in a consonantal context, or a vowel in the C -C context paired with a vowel in the N -N context͒ revealed a pattern consistent with the notion that there is some compensation for vowel nasalization when it occurs in an appropriate coarticulatory context. Thus, when errors occurred in isolation-to-context comparisons, they were most likely to occur in conditions in which the mismatched pair included a nasal vowel in a nasal consonant context ͑i.e., NṼ N-V͒. For these errors, acoustically identical vowels ͑in NVN-V or NṼ N-Ṽ ͒ were heard as more dissimilar than acoustically different, but contextually appropriate, vowels ͑in NṼ N-V͒. Still, listeners were accurate in their judgments of these pairings more often than not. Further support for partial compensation was obtained on the oral-to-nasal context pairings. Listeners displayed consistently poor performance on these trials by often selecting the acoustically matched vowel pair ͑CVC-NVN or CṼ C-NṼ N͒ as being more different in nasality than the mismatched pair (CVC-NṼ N). Despite the difficulty of this task for listeners ͑accuracy plummeted relative to both control and context-toisolation trials, hovering around or below chance͒, correct responses were also obtained on a considerable number of trials.
Overall, the effects of the context in which a vowel occurs on the perception of vowel nasality are robust across different vowel qualities and durations, and generally similar across the two experimental tasks. One issue that cannot be addressed by the results of experiments 1 and 2 is the extent to which these contextual effects are a consequence of the linguistic background of native English-speaking listeners. As a first step in investigating this question, in experiments 3 and 4 we presented the tests used in experiments 1 and 2 to native speakers of Thai. As discussed in the Introduction, Thai-speaking listeners were chosen because their native language has been shown to differ from English in terms of patterns of coarticulatory nasalization, with Thai showing temporally less extensive anticipatory nasalization than English.
III. EXPERIMENT 3: THAI RATING
Stimulus materials and procedure
The rating test that was presented to native English speakers in experiment 1 was presented to native Thai speakers in experiment 3. Exactly the same testing procedure was used, except that the experimenter was a native Thai speaker and all instructions were given in Thai. Consent forms and questionnaires were in Thai script, but response forms were in English ͑i.e., identical to the forms used in experiment 1͒.
Listeners
Listeners were 15 native Thai speakers ranging in age from 19-32 years ͑mean age: 24.2 years͒. Fourteen speakers were ͑nonlinguistics͒ graduate students at the University of Michigan; the remaining speaker was studying English at the Michigan Language Center in Ann Arbor. As with the native English speakers, none of the Thai listeners was phonetically trained and none reported hearing or speaking deficiencies. Listeners were paid for their participation.
All Thai speakers also spoke English as a second language, although no Thai participant had lived in the U.S. for more than 2 years ͑length of time in U.S. ranged from 5 months to 2 years; mean stay: 12 months͒. Only two Thai speakers reported experience with a language other than English, both of whom were exposed to Chinese, in addition to Thai, at home as children.
B. Results
As non-native speakers of English, and as native speakers of a language in which vowels are nasalized to some extent in a nasal consonant context, Thai listeners' responses are expected to show some evidence of compensation for coarticulatory vowel nasalization. The main question under investigation is whether Thai listeners' native experience with a language that shows less extensive nasalization than English influences their responses to English vowels in ways that are consistent with the coarticulatory differences between the two languages. Specifically, Thai listeners' responses to nasal vowels are expected to be less consistently compensatory than those of native English listeners.
To assess the responses of Thai listeners to the rating test, we used the same statistical design in experiment 3 that was used for analyzing the native English listeners' responses in experiment 1. The statistical analyses do not directly compare Thai and native English listeners' performance because the relative accuracy of the two language groups is not our focus. For example, Thai listeners' responses to these non-native stimuli might be overall less accurate, but the relative difficulty of pair types could still parallel the native English response patterns. As with the native English data, the Thai data presented in the text are for the /o/ set and the /}/ set with contextually appropriate durations; the results for the matched-duration /}/ set are given in the Appendix.
Control comparisons
Rating accuracy of the Thai-speaking listeners on the control comparisons ͑i.e., same vowel nasality and same vowel context; Tables Ia and IIIa͒ ranged from 81% to 92% correct. Similar to native English listeners' results, Thai listeners were somewhat less accurate on the pairs NṼ N-NṼ N, NVN-NVN, and CṼ C-CṼ C than on the remaining comparisons, but the drop in accuracy was not as great for Thai listeners. A three-way ANOVA ͓vowel nasality (V, Ṽ ), vowel context ͑C -C, N -N, # -#͒, and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͔͒ conducted on the Thai control data showed no significant main effects or interactions. In contrast, vowel context and its interaction with vowel nasality were significant for the English data. Therefore, for these control comparisons, the effect of nasal vowel context was not as great for Thai listeners as for English listeners.
Comparisons with same vowel nasality and different vowel contexts
Turning to rating pairs in which vowel context varied but vowel nasality did not, the hypothesis of coarticulatory compensation would predict that Thai speakers, like native English speakers, should perform relatively poorly on pairs in which one member involves a nasal vowel in a nasal context. At the same time, if compensation is linked to nativelanguage experience, Thai speakers' responses might be less compensatory than English listeners' and hence show less of an effect of the nasal context. Figure 7 shows the means obtained on the three types of context pairings, pooled across the /o/ and /}/ sets. Overall on these comparison pairs, Thai listeners performed similarly to native English listeners. As in the English data ͑see Fig.  1͒ , Thai listeners performed better on pairs with oral than nasal vowels ͑striped versus unfilled bars͒, and on pairs with non-nasal contexts ͑C -C-# -#; left bars in Fig. 7͒ than on pairs with a vowel in the N -N context ͑middle and right bars͒. Both of these findings held for the individual Thai listeners as well: All but two of the listeners showed the vowel nasality pattern and all but one showed the vowel context pattern.
A three-way ANOVA testing for the effects of vowel nasality (V,Ṽ ), vowel contexts ͑C -C-# -#; N -N-# -#; C -C-N -N͒, and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒ showed that the same main effects, vowel nasality and vowel contexts, were significant for the Thai data as for the native English data ͓vowel nasality: F (1,14)ϭ8.74, pϽ0.01; vowel contexts: F(2,28)ϭ29.57, pϽ0 .001͔. Also as found for the English data, the interaction between these two factors was significant, with post hoc tests yielding the same pattern of relatively poor performance on pairs involving NṼ N. Pairwise comparisons for the effect of vowel nasality in each of the three context pairings showed that rating accuracy was higher for oral vowels than for nasal vowels for N -N-# -# pairs ͓t(28)ϭ2.95, pϽ0.01; middle comparison in Fig. 7͔ and for N -N-C -C pairs ͓t(28)ϭ3.26, pϽ0.01; right-most comparison in Fig. 7͔ , but the difference between oral and nasal vowels was not significant for C -C-# -# pairs ͑left͒.
We wondered whether the Thai listeners' responses would also show the same pattern of results as that of the native English listeners when the more detailed three-way response breakdown was taken into account. Focusing on nasal vowels, where both listener groups were most likely to give incorrect ratings, Fig. 8 gives the Thai results. Comparison with the corresponding English results in Fig. 2͑b͒ shows that the relative percentages of the three response options for each of the three comparison types were the same for the two listener groups. At the same time, Thai listeners were 11% less likely than English listeners to rate Ṽ as ''more nasal'' than NṼ N ͑middle bar of middle group of bars͒, and 10% less likely to rate CṼ C as ''more nasal'' than NṼ N ͑middle bar of right-most group͒. Thus, for these comparisons with NṼ N, Thai listeners were less likely than English listeners to make compensatory responses. Figure 9 shows Thai listeners' percent correct responses to comparisons in which one stimulus had a nasal vowel and the other, an oral vowel. Results are pooled across /}/s and /o/s to facilitate comparison with the corresponding results for the native English listeners in Fig. 3 . The most robust pattern in the English data in Fig. 3 -poor performance when the nasal vowel is in the N -N context-is also seen in the Thai data in Fig. 9 . A three-way ANOVA ͓oral vowel context ͑CVC, NVN, V͒, nasal vowel context (CṼ C, NṼ N, Ṽ ), and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͔͒ revealed significant main effects of all three factors. The vowel quality effect ͓F(1,14)ϭ6.52, pϽ0.05͔ was due to better performance on /o/ pairs ͑mean 62% correct͒ than on /}/ pairs ͑50%͒. ͑English listeners showed no such effect.͒ The effects of oral vowel context ͓F(2,28)ϭ3.64, p Ͻ0.05͔ and nasal vowel context ͓F(2,28)ϭ6.93, pϽ0.01͔ are best understood when their significant interaction ͓F(4,56)ϭ2.93, pϽ0.05͔ is explored. One-way ANOVAs testing for the simple main effect of oral vowel context in each of the nasal vowel contexts showed that oral vowel context ͑i.e., the three different bar types in Fig. 9͒ was significant only for comparisons in which the nasal vowel was in the oral C -C context ͓F(2,73)ϭ6.22, pϽ0.01; middle set of bars͔. Post hoc comparisons showed that Thai listeners performed best when the oral vowel was also in the C -C context ͓t(73)ϭ3.24 and 2.82, pϽ0.01, for CṼ C-CVC compared with CṼ C-V and CṼ C-NVN, respectively͔. Native English listeners showed a similar facilitatory effect of same context. On the other hand, whereas English listeners also showed this facilitatory effect for the N -N context, Thai listeners did not ͑right-most bar͒. When the nasal vowel was in the N -N context, Thai listeners performed best when the oral vowel was in isolation (NṼ N-V). However, as noted, performance remained poor on all pairs with NṼ N. This group pattern held for individual listeners as well: 12 of the 15 Thai listeners were less accurate at rating vowel nasality when the nasal vowel was in the N -N context than when it was the non-nasal ͑# -#, C -C͒ contexts.
Comparisons with different vowel nasality
To examine further the pairs that pose the greatest difficulty to listeners, Fig. 10 plots the three-way response patterns of the Thai listeners to the three comparisons that included NṼ N. Overall accuracy of Thai listeners on these comparisons ͑38% correct͒ is only slightly better than that of English listeners ͑34%͒ and, for the three comparison types, both language groups' responses are more often incorrect than correct (NṼ N is the correct choice͒. However, some differences are noteworthy ͑compare Figs. 4 and 10͒. On both the NṼ N-V and the NṼ N-CVC pairs, Thai listeners were more accurate than native English listeners ͑14% for NṼ N-V and 7% for NṼ N-CVC͒ and were less likely to select the compensatory response ''same'' ͑10% and 4%, respectively͒. On the NṼ N-NVN pairs ͑right͒, Thai listeners were less accurate than native English listeners, presumably because the non-native listeners did not benefit from the same-context comparison.
C. Discussion
On the rating task, the performance of the Thai speakers, like that of the native English speakers, indicated that it is difficult to judge accurately the nasality of a nasal vowel when it occurs in a contextually appropriate nasal consonant context. No other stimulus type elicited as poor performance ͑near chance͒, whether we consider test pairs with same vowel nasality or different vowel nasality. On pairs with same vowel nasality, but different contexts, Thai rating of the pairing with nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts (CṼ C-Ṽ ) was almost as accurate as that of the corresponding pairing with oral vowels ͑CVC-V͒ and close to native accuracy of around 80%. On pairs with different vowel nasality, rating of pairs with nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts dropped somewhat, suggesting that the oral-nasal vowel comparison ͑or at least these non-native comparisons͒ may be inherently more difficult for Thai than for native English listeners, but accuracy remained well above chance. As with English listeners, it appears that the main difficulty for Thai listeners is not vowel nasality per se, but rather that there is perceptual compensation when the nasal vowel is heard in a nasalizing environment.
Also consistent with the native English listeners' data, it is clear that the Thai listeners' compensation is not complete. However, the pattern of partial compensation exhibited by Thai listeners' responses differs in systematic ways from that of the English listeners. As predicted by the hypothesis that compensation is linked to native-language coarticulatory experience, Thai listeners were less likely than native English listeners to choose the compensatory response to pairs involving NṼ N. This was seen for same-nasality NṼ N-Ṽ and NṼ N-CṼ C pairs, where Thai listeners were less likely than native English listeners to identify the inappropriately nasalized vowel ͑Ṽ or CṼ C) as the more nasal one. It was also seen for different-nasality NṼ N-V and NṼ N-CVC pairs, where Thai listeners less frequently identified the vowels as having the same nasality. Even for the control pairs ͑same vowel nasality, same context͒, the negative effect of nasal vowel context on rating accuracy was not as great for Thai as for native English listeners.
IV. EXPERIMENT 4: THAI DISCRIMINATION

A. Methods
The discrimination test from experiment 2 was presented to native Thai listeners in experiment 4. The identical testing procedure was used except that the testing session was conducted in Thai. Listeners were the 15 listeners who had participated in experiment 3.
B. Results
Control (same-context) comparisons
Thai listeners' pooled responses to the same-context discrimination comparisons are given in Fig. 11 ; native English listeners' results are included for comparison. Overall, Thai listeners were less accurate than native English listeners in discriminating these stimulus pairs, but most of the discrepancy between the two language groups occurred in the comparison pairs involving vowels in a consonantal context ͑two left-most pairs of bars͒. Unlike English listeners who discriminated all control comparisons at essentially the same level of accuracy, Thai listeners were poorer at discriminating vowels in a consonantal context than those in isolation. A three-way ANOVA ͓vowel context ͑consonantal context, isolation͒, matched vowel nasality (V, Ṽ ), and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͔͒ showed only the effect of vowel context to be significant ͓F(1,14)ϭ12.73, pϽ0.01͔. Figure 12 gives the Thai pooled discrimination results for context-to-isolation trials. The most obvious outcome is that Thai listeners, like native English listeners ͑Fig. 5͒, were less accurate on trials involving the nasal N -N context than those with the oral C -C context.
Context-to-isolation comparisons
A four-way ANOVA ͓vowel context ͑C -C, N -N͒, matched vowel nasality (V,Ṽ ), mismatched vowel nasality (V,Ṽ ), and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͔͒ conducted on the Thai responses to these comparisons showed significant main effects of vowel context and matched and mismatched vowel nasality. ͑Only vowel context, which interacted with mismatched vowel nasality, was significant for the native English data.͒ As just noted, Thai listeners were better at discriminating context-to-isolation comparisons when the context was C -C than when it was N -N ͓vowel context :  F(1,14) ϭ40.66, pϽ0.001͔. Unlike English listeners, Thai listeners were also better at discriminating comparisons when the matched vowels were oral than when they were nasal ͓matched vowel nasality: F(1,14) ϭ6.79, pϽ0.05͔. This can be seen in Fig. 12 by comparing the corresponding striped ͑oral vowel͒ bars and unfilled ͑nasal vowel͒ bars for each of the eight matched vowel groupings: In all cases, performance was poorer when the matched vowels were nasal. These patterns also generally held for individual Thai listeners' responses. All Thai listeners showed better discrimination of trials with C -C than N -N; better discrimination of matched oral than nasal vowels was less systematic, but held for a majority of the listeners.
The effect of mismatched vowel nasality ͓F(1,14) ϭ6.70, pϽ0.05͔ must be interpreted in terms of its significant interaction with vowel quality ͓F(1,14)ϭ15.34, p Ͻ0.01͔. Tukey paired comparisons indicated that the /o/, but not the /}/, data showed poorer discrimination when the nasal vowels in the mismatched pairs were in a consonantal context ͑62%; second and fourth pairs͒ than when they were in isolation ͑79% correct; first and third pairs of bars͒ ͓t(28) ϭ4.53, pϽ0.001͔. The remaining interactions were not significant.
Contrary to expectations, Thai listeners were no less likely than native English listeners to give compensatory ͑i.e., incorrect͒ responses to context-to-isolation trials involving NṼ N. Indeed, comparison of the Thai results in Fig. 12 with the English results in Fig. 5 seems to indicate that Thai listeners were even more likely than English listeners to give compensatory responses to these trials. However, the nature of the significant main effects indicates that a more accurate characterization of the Thai results is that Thai listeners are poorer at discriminating nasal vowels than oral ones, poorer yet when the nasal vowels are in a consonantal context, and poorest when this context is N -N. Thus Thai discrimination results for trials with NṼ N is apparently due not only to compensation for a nasalizing context, but also to Thai listeners' more general difficulty discriminating nasal vowels-a difficulty not observed for the native English results.
Oral-to-nasal context comparisons
Results for the oral-to-nasal context comparisons for the /}/ and /o/ sets are given in Fig. 13 . Performance on all conditions was at chance level. A two-way ANOVA, matched vowel nasality (V,Ṽ ) and vowel quality ͑/}/, /o/͒, showed that neither factor was significant. Thus Thai listeners were similar to native English listeners in their overall poor discrimination of these comparisons.
The performance of individual Thai listeners on the oralto-nasal context comparisons parallels the three types of native English listeners described above for these comparisons. Eight Thai listeners discriminated close to the chance level of the group responses, four listeners discriminated well above chance ͑above 65% correct͒, and three listeners discriminated well below chance ͑below 25% correct͒.
C. Discussion
The Thai listeners, like the native English listeners, were accurate discriminators of the control comparisons involving vowels in the same contexts. Also like the English listeners, Thai listeners were ͑near-͒chance discriminators of differentcontext comparisons involving CVC-NṼ N, which means that, on average, acoustically distinct oral and nasal vowels in coarticulatorily appropriate contexts sounded no more different than acoustically identical vowels ͑both oral or both nasal͒, one of which was in an inappropriate context ͑NVN or CṼ C͒. Thai performance on most context-to-isolation pairings involving NṼ N fell in between, with accuracy averaging 60%. Thus we see again the now-familiar pattern of partial compensation for vowel nasality in a coarticulatory nasal context: Thai listeners often, but not systematically, chose the coarticulatorily appropriate, compensatory response over the noncompensatory one.
Unlike the rating data, overall the discrimination data do not show that Thai listeners were less likely than native English listeners to provide compensatory responses to comparisons involving NṼ N. The unexpectedly high percentage of Thai compensatory responses to these comparisons appears to be due in part to the general difficulty that Thai listeners, but not English listeners, had judging nasal vowels. The general difficulty was most apparent in the Thai responses to context-to-isolation discrimination trials, where matched oral vowels, even in non-nasal contexts, were consistently better discriminated than matched nasal vowels ͑i.e., when three of the four vowels in matched-mismatched 4IAX trials were oral as opposed to when three of the four vowels were nasal͒. Thai listeners' difficulty in judging oralnasal vowel differences also emerged, but was less robust, for the different-nasality rating pairs in experiment 3.
Why might nasal vowels pose a general perceptual difficulty for Thai, but not English, listeners? The motivation for selecting Thai in comparison to English was that Thai has less coarticulatory vowel nasalization than English, at least in temporal extent. However, additionally, there is evidence that vowel nasalization has a different phonological status in Thai than in English. Although neither language has contrastively nasalized vowels in non-nasal contexts ͑but see footnote 4͒, the extensive and constant proportional nature of English vowel nasalization indicates that nasalization has become ''phonologized'' in this language ͑Solé, 1992 ''phonologized'' in this language ͑Solé, , 1995 Ohala, 1993; Hajek, 1997͒. Thus at the allophonic level, and arguably at the phonological level, Thai listeners have less native language experience than English listeners with vowel nasalization, and this experiential difference might be responsible for the perceptual difference.
V. GENERAL DISCUSSION
In exploring the perceptual effects of coarticulatory context, we have investigated the influence of different contextual conditions on listeners' judgments of vowel nasality. We first consider the results in terms of an approach which attributes the contextual effects to listener compensation for coarticulatory nasalization. We then consider the extent to which the results might be accounted for in terms of more general auditory capabilities.
We begin by revisiting the predictions of a coarticulatory compensation hypothesis, as outlined in the Introduction. Error rates were expected to be low for nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts ͑C -C and isolation͒ because, in the absence of a coarticulatory context responsible for the nasalization, listeners should hear the acoustic effects of nasalization as part of the vowel itself. In contrast, error rates were predicted to be high for nasal vowels in the nasal N -N context: Listeners should attribute vowel nasalization to the context rather than the vowel and should judge the vowel of NṼ N as less nasal than that of CṼ C or isolated Ṽ . Importantly, we note that predictions of high error rates for NṼ N are for laboratory conditions in which listeners are asked to rate or discriminate nasality. In natural communicative settings, we do not view such a pattern as error. On the contrary, assigning the vocalic variation introduced by coarticulatory nasalization to the nasal context is argued to facilitate perception.
The experimental predictions were largely upheld. The four experiments showed English and Thai listeners to be poor judges of nasal vowels in the nasal context. Nasality rating ͑experiments 1 and 3͒ was at or near chance level for all test pairings with NṼ N. Similarly, discrimination ͑experi-ments 2 and 4͒ was poorest on comparisons involving NṼ N, with performance plummeting to chance level or below on oral-to-nasal context (NṼ N-CVC) comparisons. Also as predicted, listeners were comparatively accurate judges of nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts ͑i.e., CṼ C and Ṽ when not paired with an N -N stimulus͒. In fact, native English listeners rated and discriminated CṼ C and Ṽ as accurately as their oral counterparts; Thai listeners performed less well on CṼ C and Ṽ than on CVC and V, but better than on comparisons with NṼ N. That native English listeners judged nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts as accurately as oral vowels in those contexts is consistent with the findings of Kingston and Macmillan ͑1995͒. In addition, the finding that listeners are most inaccurate on vowel nasality or similarity judgments involving nasal vowels in a nasal context is compatible with earlier findings reported by Kawasaki ͑1986͒ and Krakow and Beddor ͑1991͒. However, this pattern conflicts with findings recently reported by Macmillan et al. ͑1999͒ . Using classification and identification paradigms, Macmillan et al. investigated English listeners' perception of vowel nasalization ͑and vowel height͒ in oral C -C and nasal C -N contexts and found that, in the classification study, the nasality of the final consonant had little effect on vowel nasality judgments. Even more surprising relative to our findings is that their identification data showed that listeners were somewhat more likely to identify vowels as nasal when followed by a nasal consonant than when followed by an oral one. Clearly, listeners' nasality judgments were more consistently influenced by coarticulatory context in the current set of experiments than in theirs; this could be due to methodological differences between the two studies, although the precise source of the discrepancy is uncertain.
How do the present results fare against an even stronger version of the perceptual compensation hypothesis? As described in the Introduction, Fowler ͑e.g., 1996; Fowler and Smith, 1986͒, Ohala ͑e.g., 1993͒, and ourselves ͑Krakow et al., 1988͒ , among others, have analyzed context effects within frameworks which state that, given an appropriate and detectable context, listeners attribute the acoustic effects of the context to their coarticulatory source. It seems reasonable to interpret such approaches as predicting that listeners should succeed in attributing all of the contextually induced variation to the context. For example, nasal vowels embedded in N -N should not just sound less nasal than nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts, they should be systematically treated like oral vowels.
The rating and discrimination data provide counterevidence, indicating that native English and Thai listeners do not hear the vowel of NṼ N as oral. Listeners did not consistently rate the vowels of NṼ N and CVC or V as equally nasal, nor did they consistently rate the vowel of NṼ N as more nasal than that of CṼ C or Ṽ ; instead, these incorrect choices averaged only 53% ͑38%-65% across conditions͒ of the total responses. Similarly, listeners did not systematically hear the ͑identical͒ vowels in NṼ N-Ṽ or NṼ N-CṼ C pairs as more different than the ͑nonidentical͒ vowels in NṼ N-V or NṼ N-CVC pairs; in these cases, incorrect ͑i.e., compensatory͒ responses averaged 42% of the total responses for the context-to-isolation comparisons and 55% for the oral-tonasal context comparisons.
One interpretation of this pattern, in which the vowel of NṼ N sounds less nasal than that of CṼ C or Ṽ but still not oral, might seem to be that listeners are simply uncertain of the nasality of contextually nasalized vowels. Important aspects of the data argue against this interpretation. First, the three-way breakdown of listeners' nasality ratings ͑i.e., percent choice rather than percent correct͒ consistently show that, although English and Thai listeners usually selected the compensatory response more often than either noncompensatory one, their next most common choice was the correct response ͑e.g., the vowels of NṼ N and CṼ C or Ṽ are equally nasal, or the vowel of NṼ N is more nasal than that of CVC or V͒. Second, contrary to an ''uncertainty'' interpretation, discrimination accuracy for the comparisons with NṼ N-V was consistently above chance level ͓with one exception for Thai listeners; Fig. 12͑b͔͒ . In our view, the overall results are more compatible with the interpretation that these listeners were partially compensating for contextual nasalization, that is, that listeners were attributing some, but not all, of coarticulatory vowel nasalization to the nasal consonant context. If listeners hear contextual nasal vowels as intermediate in nasality, the response patterns described under the two points immediately above are expected. In fact, for the discrimination results, we should expect that, like NṼ N-V, comparisons with NṼ N-CVC would also be discriminated above chance level; clearly the increased difficulty of the latter task ͑where the target sound is embedded in a context͒ affected listeners' performance level ͓see also Krakow and Beddor ͑1991͒ for a similar pattern of results using a different paradigm͔.
The cross-language differences in the perceptual results also are as expected if perceptual compensation is partial and the extent of compensation is linked to patterns of coarticulatory and ''phonologized'' vowel nasalization in the listeners' native language. In the rating task, Thai listeners were systematically less likely than English listeners to give compensatory nasality ratings for comparisons involving NṼ N, suggesting that Thai listeners attributed less of the nasality of the vowel in NṼ N to the coarticulatory context. This is in keeping with the finding that Thai speakers' productions exhibit less coarticulatory nasalization than that of many English speakers, at least for CṼ N sequences. The Thai discrimination data did not provide systematic evidence of less compensation for pairs with NṼ N. We have argued that possible compensatory differences may be hidden by the overall greater difficulty of nasal vowels for Thai listeners seen in C -C as well as N -N contexts, a difficulty we have in turn attributed to phonological factors.
Partial perceptual compensation that may be linked to coarticulatory and phonological patterns in the listeners' native language is consistent with an approach to perception in which contextual information is but one of many factors that enter into perceptual decisions about what the speaker has said ͓see Hawkins ͑1995͒; it is also generally consistent with Nearey's model ͑1992, 1997͒, which allows speakers of different languages to assign different weights to perceptual cues͔. While contextual information facilitates perceptual decisions, it need not provide all the information a listener needs to arrive at the speaker's intended utterance. Moreover, the discrepancy between the perceived and intended utterances might be particularly large when listeners' decisions involve phonetic properties whose realization depends on a wide range of factors. It is well known that coarticulatory nasalization is highly subject to such influences ͑e.g., syllable position, stress, speaking rate, vowel height; Schourup, 1973; Kent et al., 1974; Clumeck, 1976; Bell-Berti and Krakow, 1991; Bell-Berti, 1993; Krakow, 1993 The aim of these experiments was to delineate the contextual conditions that lead-or do not lead-to compensatory responses for vowel nasalization. We have argued that listeners' responses reveal a pattern of partial compensation in which listeners are least sensitive to vowel nasality in a nasal consonant context, but still retain some sensitivity. ͑See Beddor and Krakow, 1998 , for discussion of the ways in which partial compensation might have influenced sound changes involving nasal vowels.͒ In concluding, we consider the extent to which these results are also compatible with a purely auditory account which attributes these patterns of responses to general contrast effects. Many aspects of these findings are entirely compatible with this interpretation, most notably that listeners perform most poorly on comparisons with NṼ N is precisely what would be expected on the basis of spectral contrast: Sensitivity to the nasal resonances of ͓}͔ or ͓õ͔ was lowered due to the nasal resonances of flanking N -N. However, at least two aspects of these findings are problematic for an interpretation along these lines. First, although performance was poorest on NṼ N comparisons, judging oral vowels in the N -N context ͑NVN͒ was also relatively difficult for listeners, with some discrimination conditions showing little or no difference in performance on comparisons with NṼ N versus NVN. Frequency contrast does not predict poor performance in the latter case. On the other hand, if listeners perceptually accommodate the dynamics of nasal coupling, they might be expected to attempt to compensate for the expected effects of a nasal context even in the absence of those effects. As Lotto and Kluender ͑1998͒ pointed out ͑in evaluating context effects on identification͒, an important test case for contrast as opposed to coarticulatory accounts would be a dissimilatory rather than assimilatory effect of coarticulation. Although coarticulatory vowel nasalization is assimilatory, these findings suggest that absence of coarticulatory vowel nasalization in a nasal context can lead to dissimilatory response patterns ͑i.e., hearing identical vowels in NVN-V or NVN-CVC pairings as different͒.
A second aspect of these results that is not consistent with spectral contrast, nor more generally with a purely auditory account, is the finding of cross-language differences. Thai listeners, unlike English listeners, had greater overall difficulty judging nasal vowels than oral vowels; Thai listeners also were less likely to provide compensatory responses to NṼ N stimuli in the rating task. Auditory mechanisms alone cannot explain these language group differences. In contrast, that these differences reflect coarticulatory compensation is suggested by the correspondence between listeners' perceptual responses and the languages' coarticulatory structures ͑Thai exhibiting less extensive vowel nasalization than many of the dialects of English that have been studied͒. While additional cross-language perceptual data would be needed to make strong claims concerning the relation between perceptual compensation and language-specific coarticulatory organization, the overall convergence among the patterns of partial perceptual compensation, nasal coarticulation, and nasal vowel phonology indicates that listeners perceptually adjust, albeit imperfectly, for the acoustic effects of nasalization under appropriate coarticulatory conditions.
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APPENDIX: MATCHED-DURATION /}/ SET
As shown in Tables III and V, and as described in the main text, the duration of the /}/ stimuli was manipulated to create two duration conditions for many of the /}/ trials. In one condition, paired vowels had contextually appropriate ͑and, except for the control trials, different͒ durations; in the other condition, paired vowels had the same durations. This appendix presents the results of the latter, matched-duration set. Overall, the results support the findings for the larger ͑/o/s and /}/s with context-appropriate durations͒ data set.
Experiment 1: English rating
For the control comparisons in experiment 1, only the ͓}͔ -͓}͔ comparison had two duration conditions ͑Table IIIa͒. Mean accuracy on the two conditions differed by less than 2%.
For test comparisons in which paired /}/s had the same nasality, but occurred in different contexts ͑Table IIIb͒, the results of the ANOVA for the matched-duration /}/ set paralleled those of primary ANOVA ͑Sec. I B 2͒. A two-way ANOVA showed significant main effects of context ͓F(2,30)ϭ20.73, pϽ0.001͔ and vowel nasality ͓F(1,15) ϭ7.70, pϽ0.05͔, as well as a significant interaction between the two ͓F(2,30)ϭ17.31, pϽ0.001͔. Post hoc analyses showed that performance was significantly better on oral than nasal vowels in N -N-# -# pairs and N -N-C -C pairs ͓t(30)ϭ3.20, pϽ0.01 and 4.29, pϽ0.001, respectively͔, but not in C -C-# -# pairs.
For test comparisons in which paired /}/s differed in nasality, the results of a two-way ANOVA ͑nasal vowel context, oral vowel context͒ for the matched-duration /}/s again paralleled those of the corresponding primary ANOVA ͑Sec. I B 3͒: Nasal vowel context was significant ͓F(2,30) ϭ12.51, pϽ.001͔, as was the nasal and oral vowel contexts interaction ͓F(4,60)ϭ9.08, pϽ0.001͔. Testing for the simple main effect of oral vowel context in each of the nasal vowel contexts, we obtained the same results as for the larger data set. For trials involving NṼ N, oral vowel context was significant ͓F(2,30)ϭ5.47, pϽ0.01͔, with post hocs showing more accurate rating when the oral vowel context was the matched NVN context than when it was V or CVC ͓t(30) ϭ2.75 and 2.97 for V and CVC, respectively, pϽ0.01͔. For trials involving CṼ C, oral vowel context was also significant ͓F(2,30)ϭ4.60, pϽ0.05͔, with better performance when CṼ C was paired with CVC than when paired V or NVN ͓t(30)ϭ2.19 and 2.91 for V and NVN, pϽ0.05 and 0.01, respectively͔. Thus, judgments of the relative nasality of paired nasal and oral vowels were enhanced when the vowels occurred in the same consonant context.
Experiment 2: English discrimination
For the discrimination trials, only the oral-to-nasal context trial types had two durations for the /}/ set. Listeners were somewhat more accurate on matched-͑original͒ duration trials ͑47% correct͒ than on context-appropriate duration trials ͑40% correct͒. ͓We note that listeners were also more accurate on the matched-or original-duration /o/ trials ͑55% correct͒.͔ However, a one-way ANOVA of the matchedduration /}/ results showed that, as for the larger data set, matched vowel nasality was not significant.
Experiment 3: Thai rating
For rating trials in which paired /}/s had the same nasality, but occurred in different contexts, a two-way ANOVA ͑vowel nasality and vowel context͒ on the matched-duration /}/ set showed a significant main effect of vowel context ͓F(2,28)ϭ19.86, pϽ0.001͔. Post hoc tests indicated that Thai listeners were more accurate rating pairs with non-nasal contexts than pairs with the N -N context: Performance was significantly better on C -C-# -# than on N -N-# -# ͓t(28) ϭ5.95, pϽ0.001͔ or N -N-C -C ͓t(28)ϭ4.77, pϽ0.001͔. In the analysis of the larger data set ͑Sec. III B 2͒, vowel nasality was also significant, but that main effect only approached significance ͓F(1,14)ϭ3.64, pϽ0.077͔ in this smaller data set.
For trials in which paired /}/s differed in nasality, a twoway ANOVA ͑nasal vowel context, oral vowel context͒ run on the matched-duration /}/s showed, consistent with the combined /}/ and /o/ sets ͑Sec. III B 3͒, a significant main effect of nasal vowel context ͓F(2,28)ϭ4.78, pϽ0.05͔. Post hoc tests revealed that only the comparison between pairs with NṼ N and those with isolated Ṽ was significant ͓t(28) ϭ3.01, pϽ0.05͔. The effect of oral vowel context, significant for the larger data set, approached significance here ͓F(2,42)ϭ2.94, pϽ0.064͔.
Experiment 4: Thai discrimination
Recall that the only discrimination trials with two durations for the /}/ set are the oral-to-nasal context trial types.
As for the larger data set, a one-way ANOVA on the original-duration /}/ set for these trials showed no effect of matched vowel nasality. 2 Vowel height and vowel nasality interact in the vowel systems of many of the world's languages as well as in experimental studies of the perception of nasal vowel height ͑e.g., Beddor et al., 1986; Wright, 1986; Beddor and Hawkins, 1990; Kingston, 1991; Kingston and Macmillan, 1995͒ . The interaction is due to the effect of nasal coupling on the low-frequency region of the vowel spectrum, which broadens, flattens and often shifts the frequency of the lowest spectral prominence. Correctness of nasal vowel height judgments in Krakow et al.' s study was determined relative to listeners' judgments of otherwise identical oral vowels in the oral consonant context ͑i.e., listeners judged the height of the vowels of ͓bVd͔ and ͓bṼ nd͔ as the same, but the vowels of ͓bṼ d͔ were heard as lower͒. 3 A likely factor in these cross-study differences, discussed in detail by Kingston and Macmillan ͑1995͒, was the difference in listeners' task. Another issue fundamental to compensation approaches is whether Kingston and Macmillan's findings were partially due to their synthetic stimuli: ͓b͔ and especially ͓d͔ were not always heard as oral by listeners; ͓n͔ and especially ͓m͔ were not always heard as nasal. If listeners do not hear a clear nasal context, then they would not be expected to compensate on the basis of that context. However, in a more recent study with more convincing stimuli ͑and a perceptual task similar to that used by Krakow et al., 1988͒, Macmillan et al. ͑1999͒ obtained a pattern of results in keeping with that of the 1995 study ͑see also the General Discussion͒.
